
Appendix 2 

FLYSKY TRANSMITTER 

PAIRING and PROGRAMMING



How to pair FlySky Transmitters 

1) First you need to make sure your transmitter and boat are powered off 

2) Now open the speed controller box and locate the new receiver ( or old 
receiver in the case of having to get a new transmitter )  

3) Use the included binding cable which is the small black connector with a single 
wire jumping the two outside pins and a small plastic poker on the wire 

4) Insert the binding cable into CH3 on the receiver and power the boat on 

5) The light on the receiver should be blinking fast now 

6) Now on your transmitter locate the small silver button on the top of the 
transmitter near the dial that says bind 

7) Press and hold that button and turn the controller on 

8) The light on the receiver should be solid now. 

9) Now power off the boat and controller and remove the binding cable 

10)Power the boat and controller back on and the light should no longer be 
blinking and you should have control over the boat double check that no other 
cables or the cooling tubing came off during this process then close the box 
making sure that no wires are sticking out between the lid and base of the box  

11)Always make sure to check boat functionality outside of the water before 
attempting to run it in a body of water after replacing any parts.


















Program a Transmitter  

To Program a TRANSMITTER  
1. Turn boat off

2. Turn on transmitter
3. Hold trigger to full throttle
4. Turn on boat
5. You will hear a sequence of beeps
6. Continue to hold trigger until another 3 separate beeps happen
7. After you hear the 3rd beep release trigger

Note: You do not have throttle or thrust on your boat. You do have 
control of the rudder.  This means you had to Program your 
Transmitter. 


